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ccording to the recently launched Mondelez State of Snacking
2020 report, nine in 10 adults worldwide say they are snacking
more or the same during the pandemic than they were before.
Digging deeper, millennials and those who are working from
home right now are especially likely to say they prefer snacks
over meals. Comfort was, unsurprisingly, seen as the number one driver
behind this global love of snacking. As uncertainty continues into 2021,
it is likely that these raised consumption levels across both snacks and
baked goods will continue, as consumers across the globe look to boost

The fortification
of baked goods
offers, now
more than
ever, a clear
opportunity
for brands to
differentiate
their offering
and create ontrend, nutritious
products that
meet consumer
expectations.

their mood and manage boredom using treats.
However, as consumers see the devastation that has been wrought by a global
pandemic, health is very much front of mind and this will continue to be the
case throughout 2021. People are increasingly adopting a long-term approach
to their health. FMCG Gurus’ latest top trend report shows that consumers
recognize that current diets and lifestyles are something that could lead to
problems later in life, with 47% of global consumers now regularly researching
ingredients that can boost their health. The report results also show that 49%
of European respondents are looking for ways to boost their energy levels. With
this in mind, bakery and snack products that help consumers to balance their
health and energy level requirements could prove popular this year.
New research from FMCG Gurus shows that there is an overriding demand for
healthy ingredients and label transparency following the pandemic: 60% of
consumers are now being more attentive to the impact that their food and drink
have on the environment. Consumers are also willing to pay more for foods and
beverages that are both healthier and better for the environment. The sourcing,
processing, delivery, and social impacts of groceries are now significant to how
consumers define healthy.
Although there has been a shift towards claims that promote transparent
labeling and sustainable sourcing in the bakery and snacking categories
already, this trend will continue to gather pace, offering many opportunities
for manufacturers to tap into these growing areas of interest through product
development and on pack communications.
In the Ingredients section of this issue, we’ve talked to some of the major
industry players about the fortification of baked goods and the ways in which
bakers can ride the ‘health wave’ and respond to the growing demand. The
fortification of baked goods offers, now more than ever, a clear opportunity for
brands to differentiate their offering and create on-trend, nutritious products

that meet consumer expectations. 
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SÜDPACK to Acquire
LPF Flexible Packaging B.V

SÜDPACK announced it was acquiring
LPF Flexible Packaging B.V. (“LPF”)
from the Clondalkin Group. The
company, located in Grootegast,
the Netherlands, is a manufacturer
of high barrier films for sensitive
products.
“We value LPF’s high level
of development and market
competence and plan to
establish the site in Grootegast

as a Competence Center for high
performance laminates over the
long term within the SÜDPACK
Group. In doing so, we want to
further expand SÜDPACK’s expertise
and performance portfolio in the
development and production of
laminates for various applications
in order to serve attractive emerging
markets and tap into new markets,”
explained Erik Bouts, CEO of SÜDPACK.

Mondelez Comes Under
EU Antitrust Investigation
U.S. company Mondelez International is being investigated
by EU antitrust authorities over concerns it may have blocked
cross-border sales of its products in the European Union in
breach of competition rules.
EU competition enforcers said the issue was parallel trade
of Mondelez’s chocolate, biscuits and coffee between EU
countries where the company is a key producer in a market
worth billions of euros.
“We are opening a formal investigation to see whether
Mondelēz, a key producer of these products, might have
restricted free competition in the markets concerned by
implementing various practices hindering trade flows,
ultimately leading to higher prices for consumers,”
European Competition Commissioner Margrethe Vestager
said in a statement.
Mondelez faces fines as much as 10% of its global turnover if
found guilty of breaching the bloc’s antitrust rules.

Conagra to Close Sandwich
Bros. Plant in Milwaukee

Corbion Sells Frozen Dough
Business East Rutherford
Corbion has closed the sale of its frozen dough business (located in East
Rutherford, New Jersey) to Frodo Baking Company. The new business owner
is expected to hire most of the employees of the frozen dough business and
will take over the operations with immediate effect.
The sale of the frozen dough business is the result of a portfolio assessment
as part of Corbion’s Advance 2025 strategy, as announced in March 2020.
Corbion’s President of Sustainable Food Solutions, Andy Muller said: “This
divestment allows us to further increase our focus on our preservation and
functional systems ingredients. And we can do so in full confidence that our
colleagues in the frozen dough business will be better positioned to flourish in
this growth market under the new owner, with a clear, singular focus.”
6
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Three years after Conagra Brands Inc. acquired Sandwich Bros.
of Wisconsin, the company will close a plant on Milwaukee’s
northwest side, terminating 190 jobs in the process.
Chicago-based Conagra bought the Sandwich Bros. business
from Kangaroo Brands of Milwaukee in 2018 for USD87m.
The Sandwich Bros. of Wisconsin business produces frozen
breakfast and entree flatbread sandwiches.
Conagra will discontinue production in the plant at 7620 N.
81st St. “to improve efficiencies and effectiveness within its
supply chain network,” according to a layoff notice to the state
of Wisconsin. The plant will close by April, the notice states.

Mecatherm Takes Over
Canadian Equipment
Producer ABI

AB Enzymes Introduces
New Enzyme for Rye
Applications

TMG, owner of MECATHERM, has
acquired a majority stake in ABI
Auto-Bake Industries Ltd., a leading
Canadian designer, manufacturer
and integrator of industrial baking
equipment. Supported by Unigrains,
this transaction strengthens the
international footprint of both
MECATHERM and ABI LTD and expands
their product offerings of innovative
solutions for industrial bakers.
ABI LTD is a premier North
American bakery solutions provider
recognized for its bagel and pretzel
production equipment (make-up &
baking), its robotic solutions, and its
automation equipment (rack loading
& unloading and pan & board
management systems).
Olivier Sergent, president of TMG
and MECATHERM, said: “ABI LTD’s

AB Enzymes announced the launch of a new product in its
range of enzymes for rye applications. VERON® RYEO will
help bread improver manufacturers to create superior ryebased products with optimized rheological properties.
“AB Enzymes’ VERON® RYEO is based on a novel patent
pending enzyme family that has shown a superior mode
of action in rye applications as compared to other enzyme
classes typically used in these applications. This new enzyme
is resulting in an easier to handle rye dough with a firmer
and drier structure not achievable with other enzymes,” says
Dr. Alexander Henrich.
know-how for integrating robotic
solutions in production lines, its
leading position in bagels in North
America and the reliability of its
equipment – widely recognized
by the market – convinced us. We
are looking forward to this deeper
collaboration with Alex Kuperman
and the ABI LTD teams.”

Syntegon Lauches Sigpack
TTMD Cartoner

Syntegon has expanded its secondary packaging portfolio with the Sigpack
TTMD, a machine that combines core technologies of the TTM platform with
one or more seamlessly integrated Delta robot cells – hence the D in the
product name. The robotic solution’s camera-based vision control system
detects products on the infeed belt. The delta robots pick single or multiple
products arriving in random order and reliably place them in cartons, trays or
other containers according to specifications. To enable additional packaging
flexibility, the new topload cartoner can also simultaneously pack different
products from several infeed processes.
“Since its launch ten years ago, the TTM platform for integrated topload
cartoners has proven its worth at manufacturing companies all over the world
and has been continuously developed further. Our customers are especially
impressed by its high reliability and flexibility. Thanks to the integrated Delta
robots, even more product and pack style variations are now possible,” says
Michael Haas, product manager for secondary packaging at Syntegon.

Tate & Lyle Expands its Line
of Tapioca-based Starches
The recent expansion announced by Tate &
Lyle includes the launch of new REZISTA® MAX
thickening starches and BRIOGEL® gelling starches.
These innovative tapioca starches will help food
manufacturers deliver superior products thanks to
their improved process tolerance, mouthfeel, fluidity,
and texture.
“Tapioca starch provides some unique formulation
benefits such as a translucent color and a soft gellike texture that is especially appealing in certain
applications such as dairy desserts, certain sauces,
confectionery and processed cheese,” said Dr. Mariana
Perez-Herrera, Tate & Lyle research scientist.
In addition to providing the desirable neutral color and
flavor of a tapioca starch, the REZISTA® MAX thickening
starches were developed to provide utmost texture and
stability, even under extreme processing conditions,
properties important to applications in dairy, puddings,
fillings, soups, sauces and dressings.
The new BRIOGEL® gelling starches create a soft
gel and come in a range of strengths. The fluidity of
BRIOGEL® starches also triggers gelling after cooling
which makes them optimal for use in confections such
as gummy candies, jams, jellies, and other applications.
worldbakers.com
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GEA PowerPak PLUS
Technology Improves
Sustainability
GEA has recently added a new dimension of versatility to the
PowerPak PLUS by making it possible to use a more sustainable
paper-based packaging alternative with this technology. The new
packaging option is made from a moldable paper composite
consisting of more than 80% paper and a residual amount of
plastic for features that deliver barrier properties. Thanks to
technological advances, the machine can be fully relied on to
safely process this delicate material.
“The packaging market is currently in a state of flux,”
explains Volker Sassmannshausen, senior product manager
Thermoforming Packaging Systems at GEA. “While consumers
and food retailers are demanding reductions in plastic usage,
the food industry must ensure safe packaging from beginning
to end of the supply chain. Not only must all hygiene and quality
standards be met, but also legal requirements which call for a
significant reduction in the amount of plastic used in packaging.”

Baker Perkins Fits
Industry 4.0 Solution
to Its Equipment
Technology ensuring that
equipment is ready for Industry
4.0 compliance is being
fitted as standard to all new
Baker Perkins machinery, the
company announced.
Baker Perkins’ policy is to
provide all machines ‘Industry
4.0 Ready’ to a level that
allows interconnection with
other systems via the Internet.
The key unit is an eWON Flexy
Gateway – a modular router
and data gateway allowing

8

linkage to remote devices
with benefits based around
data acquisition, handling and
transmission.
Innovative features include a
unique Baker Perkins machine
center-lining system allowing
operating parameters to
be compared with previous
settings, and alerting
supervisors to potential
problems caused either by
operator changes or impending
equipment failure.
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Reading Bakery Systems
Introduces Baked
Granola Production Line
Reading Bakery Systems (RBS)
announced it has now added
a Baked Granola Production
Line to its equipment portfolio.
The complete system includes
leading mixing, dispensing, and
baking technologies.
“With more of today’s
consumers focused on health
and wellness, the opportunity
for healthy baked snacks like
granola continues to grow. We
are pleased to offer a complete
Granola and Granola Bar

Production Line to the snack
food industry built on leading
technology and unmatched
flexibility,” said Shawn Moye,
vice president of Sales, RBS.
The RBS Granola Production Line
includes an AMF Batch Mixer,
RBS Omega IV Dispenser with
an overhead kibbler, and PRISM
Emithermic Oven. The line offers
the flexibility to incorporate
topping conveyors after the oven,
and a guillotine cutter and slitter
for bar applications.

Ingredion Launches Organic
Instant Functional Native
Starch in Europe
Ingredion EMEA has developed an organic
instant functional native starch, which can be
used in certified organic products and delivers
the quality of conventional ingredients. The
NOVATION® 9460 organic instant functional
native starch enables food manufacturers to
tap into the lucrative organic food and beverage
market, with an ingredient that consumers
recognize and trust.
It provides instant viscosity, enabling optimum control of rheological
behavior in cake batters, sauces or other semi-liquids. It can also be
used in sweet bakery applications, such as cream and fruit-based
fillings or savory applications to produce a high quality, premium
appearance and texture. Unlike instant organic starches on the market,
NOVATION® 9460 organic instant functional native starch is stable in
acidic and shear environments, such as mayonnaise applications. As a
result, gelling or water syneresis over a product’s shelf-life is avoided,
guaranteeing a smooth consumer-preferred texture.

Bake more, bake better with
IPCO steel belt technology
Our solid and perforated steel belts have helped bakeries
produce premium quality products for almost 100 years. Flat,
straight, durable and easy to clean, they provide a baking surface
that’s ideal for everything from rich, chewy all butter cookies to
traditional biscuits and crackers.
The other reason for choosing IPCO is our global service capability,
providing the reassurance of premium productivity too.
•
•
•
•
•

ipco.com/bake

High productivity wide belts up to 3500 mm.
Maximum versatility – bake more on an IPCO steel belt.
Energy efficient – lighter belt means lower carbon footprint.
Belt only or full range of conveyor components.
Installations, upgrades (mesh replacement), repair,
maintenance and spare parts.
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Conveying
Systems
Deliver
Precision
Food-based applications often call for conveyors to run at various speeds
throughout food processing and packaging. The key to successfully
coordinating the conveyors’ changing speeds is to properly integrate them into
the entire processing and/or packaging line early in the design process.
by Tudor Vintiloiu

A

successful project requires a
thorough understanding of all
the variables that are involved in
a processing line. To do that, one
needs to look at the whole picture,
and know what’s happening to the product
before it arrives at the conveyor, as well as its
destination after it leaves the conveyor.
Another critical component in conveying
bakery goods or confectionary items is
successfully transferring them on and off
the conveyor.
European Baker & Biscuit reached out to
some of the major conveying equipment
specialists to gain insight into the features
that are most important for bakery
professionals and the design choices that set
apart the available options on the market.
According to equipment manufacturer
Dorner, the type of conveyor needed
really is determined by the application
and what is being moved. The best
solution, of course, would be the one that
balances gentle product handling, hygienic
design, operator safety, and total cost of
ownership. “Dorner custom manufactures
all its conveyor systems to bakers’ exact
10
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specifications. If the application does
involve multi-lane conveyance, Dorner
will design a system that delivers the
functional performance and operational
flexibility bakers need when running lines
that produce multiple products or the same
product in multiple formats,” says Stacy
Johnson, Dorner’s director of marketing
and strategic planning.
PROTECTING THE PRODUCT
Choosing a belt type depends not only
on the process but also on the specific
product that needs to be conveyed.
Soft products require tighter surfaces
for support while baked or packaged
products can be conveyed successfully on
more open meshes.
“Ashworth offers multiple solutions
to address movement of product on a
conveyor belt. Our belts can be fitted with
guard edges, to prevent product from
falling off the belt edges, or flights (to
prevent product from sliding on inclines/
declines), lane dividers (to keep product
in separate lanes), and our PosiDrive
Spiral™ system is designed to minimize

product movement and maintain product
registration throughout the spiral belt
path,” says Jonathan Lasecki, director of
engineering, Ashworth Bros., Inc.

Stacy Johnson,
Dorner’s director
of marketing and
strategic planning

HEIGHTS, DROPS AND DAMAGE
Another way to guard against product
sliding or rolling is to make sure that
conveyor speeds are matched with the
speed of equipment adjacent to the
conveyor. Belts that run faster or slower
than adjacent equipment can result in
product being dragged off of or forced
onto the adjacent equipment. In order to
eliminate this issue the system needs to
avoid transitions where product is exposed
to a shearing action by the adjacent
operation running in a different direction
than the conveyor.
The type of belt used can also minimize
rolling or sliding issues. Factors such as
temperature of the application, surface layer
material, and friction level, among other
things, all need to be considered in matching
the right belt for the specific food-focused
application. High friction or cleated belts
are popular choices within the bakery
processing and packaging industry.
Trevor Howard, managing director,
Fabcon Food Systems also points out that
equipment design needs to account for the
most fragile products or where seasoning
drop-off between conveyors is an issue:
“This can often be made possible by using
our long HM conveyors with gates feeding
multiple weighing and packaging stations
– as opposed to using multiple, shorter
conveyors over the same distance. Our
conveyors can be up to 30 meters long
with a single drive with supports at every
four meters. Most height changes tend to
be upwards, but downwards changes are
made as smooth as possible through the
use of chutes and controlled handling.”
Berndorf’s Dominik Inschlag, sales
manager Europe, believes a problem solver
for this parameter could be Berndorf’s belt
tracking systems, which are constantly
monitoring the belt and immediately
correcting it, if required. “Parts of the
portfolio are simple belt tracking rolls,
which can easily be applied afterwards on
any type of conveyor.”

Dorner custom manufactures all its
conveyor systems to bakers’ exact
specifications.

Ashworth offers multiple
solutions to address movement
of product on a conveyor belt.
SANITATION IS KEY
What bakers and confectionery
manufacturers need in their conveyor
systems is a high degree of sanitary
standards. Companies simply cannot afford
to have an outbreak or sickness linked
back to their equipment. That’s why bakers
need conveyors that conform to the highest
level of sanitary requirements.
An important thing to consider is that the
proper conveyor needs to be matched to
the appropriate level of sanitation required
for the application.
For applications more downstream in
processing where the conveyor is moving
sealed and packaged bakery goods, the
conveyor might not need to be as hygienic
as those carrying raw food and ingredients.
These conveyors often accumulate
corrugated dust from the cardboard
packaging, and that can be cleaned by
washing or simply wiping down the conveyor.
“Dorner’s AquaGard conveyor platform
is a great solution for this type of
application. AquaGard conveyors are ideal
for applications requiring wipe down or
occasional low-pressure wash-down with
non-caustic chemicals. If the conveyor is
moving raw dough, that platform will need
to be completely disassembled and cleaned
with appropriate cleaning agents often.
Dorner’s AquaPruf conveyors are the right
fit here. Both conveyor lines are sanitary,
but the one on the processing side needs to
be more robust in sanitary attributes than a
one moving just packaged food,” Dorner’s
Stacy Johnson explains.
Most often, customers believe that simply
purchasing a stainless steel conveyor will
cover their sanitary needs. But a stainless
steel conveyor doesn’t necessarily mean
it’s sanitary.
Stainless steel is merely the right material
to use in applications that call for periodic
washings with light chemical cleaning
agents. A basic stainless steel conveyor can
be washed throughout the day as needed,
depending on how it is built, but it’s not
truly sanitized. That’s because sanitizing a
conveyor involves an entirely different process
than simply washing it down, and much of
achieving a sanitized conveyor depends on
the way it was initially designed.
worldbakers.com

Jonathan Lasecki,
director of
engineering,
Ashworth Bros., Inc.
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Our conveyors can be up to 30
meters long with a single drive
with supports at every four meters

Trevor Howard,
managing director,
Fabcon Food
Systems

Thorleif Brokke,
Berndorf’s sales
director

Small nooks, crevices and fasteners can
become catch points for water, food particles,
and other particulates – which are the perfect
breeding environments for bacteria to grow.
The solution is eliminating all catch points
from the conveyor. This means squaredoff edges are rounded to allow water and
particulates to run off, while also reducing the
number of fasteners required in the food zone
for easy cleaning. These are just some of the
design attributes that turn a conveyor into a
sanitary conveyor.

Thorleif Brokke, Berndorf’s sales director
explains how, through preventive
maintenance and sanitation, bakers can
avoid unwanted down-time: “With our active
belt tracking systems, we are allowed to
operate in a continuous mode, with a stable
running belt avoiding any stress on the

With our active belt tracking
systems, we are allowed to operate
in a continuous mode, with a stable
running belt avoiding any stress on
the edges or misalignment.
12
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edges or misalignment to affect the product.
For cleaning we provide scrapers, which help
avoid the building up of product on the drums.
The frames of our conveyors are open for easy
access, which facilitates the maintenance of
the whole conveyor system.”
MAINTENANCE
Aside from the obvious safety
considerations, another key feature
customers demand in terms of conveyor
design is easy access for maintenance –
helping not only with hygiene but avoiding
cross-contamination issues as well.
Fabcon’s specialist comments: “Ease of
maintenance is a major focus when we design
our systems and this includes the quality of
our market-leading in-house welding, the
lack of leaf springs in our EM drives, heavy
duty eccentric HM drives, and best-in-class
hardware and software. Suspending our
conveyors from the ceiling or a gantry also
gives much-needed floor space and provides
access for cleaning.”
Aside from those easy access demands,
flexibility is also key to allow for fast product
changeovers to accommodate future trends or
market demands.
The cost of ownership is also an important
factor for customers today, and they
demand systems that use less energy, less
maintenance, and use sustainable products
where possible.
LOOKING AHEAD
Berndorf recognizes a higher demand for
wider belts, because of the growing interest
for bigger baking ovens. “Another trend is the
manufacturing of ‘more user-friendly’ ovens.
As a result, it is easier to clean the internal
parts and do component replacement.
This new trend also helps to simplify the
maintenance of other parts of the production
line. Berndorf’s steel belts benefit from this
new development as regular cleaning also
extends the lifespan of the belt,” says Thorleif
Brokke, Berndorf’s sales director.
Ashworth’s specialist thinks that innovative
belt materials will be an important part of the
development and advancement of conveying
systems: “Currently, stainless steel and
plastic are the prevalent materials used in
conveyor belting. Work is being done to mold,
form, lighten, and reduce cost of materials.
As these changes occur Ashworth will be
researching and testing the possibilities
for use in our products and adapting our
manufacturing process to stay abreast of all
applicable technologies as they evolve.” 

Smooth processes for the baking & food industry
One group, multiple solutions. We are your reliable partner in
regards for customized premium steel belts and innovative
belt systems for your bakery and food application.

Perfect belt geometry
Excellent conductibility
of temperatures up
to 400 °C | 752 °F

Berndorf Band GmbH
T: +43 2672 800 0
E: band@berndorf.co.at
www.berndorfband-group.com
Steel Belts | Belt Systems | Worldwide Service

Effortless cleaning &
highest sanitary standards
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Mixing Is About Rigor
and Replication
The main steps of the mixing process are the homogenization of
ingredients, the formation of hydrated gluten protein–carbohydrate–fat
complex structure in wheat dough, and occluding air into the mass to
form the cell structure necessary for finished crumb quality.
by Tudor Vintiloiu

D

ough mixing is a very important
stage in the breadmaking
process. The extent of mixing
has a critical impact on final
bread quality. The mixing process
promotes different physical, chemical,
and physicochemical modifications that
contribute to the dough development.
Commercial production of bread dough
must be carried out in a precise manner
in order to produce bread of optimum
quality. Classification, variety, and growing
conditions of wheat and the flour milled
from that wheat impact on the amount
of water needed for dough formation,
the amount of time required for dough
development, and the quantity of some
ingredient additives required.

MARKET DIVERSITY
Several major mixing equipment
manufacturers shared with European Baker
& Biscuit their expert point of view as to
what type of mixers are suitable for which
applications and what the most sought-after
features in today’s market are.
Julia Kneidinger, marketing manager for
Koenig says the company’s mixer portfolio
features a spiral mixer, a twin twist mixer,
and a bowl hoist for supplying the lines
with the mixed dough, all of them in
different capacities.
“The interaction between speed and the
direction of rotation of the mixing bowl can
be precisely coordinated with all mixers and
stored in the program in different languages,
making the Koenig mixers universal. Mixing
time, kneading time and, if necessary, kneading
time with fruit can be set in the programs. In
14
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the same way, bakeries can also set when
the mixing bowl should turn in the opposite
direction. A sensor also provides information
about the temperature of the dough,”
Kneidinger explained. “Moreover, Koenig’s ’DW’
twin twist mixer has two tools with different
profiles that are at an ideal working angle
to one another. In this way they increase the
transmission of mechanical energy and shorten
the mixing time,” she added.
Claire Auffrédou, director of marketing &
digital development for VMI, says their mixers
have the particularity of being very versatile
and modular. “VMI is the only manufacturer
covering all kneading processes and
capacities: batter mixing, continuous mixing,
dough process with resting time and
fermentation, craft mixers, automated mixing
systems, horizontal mixers, vertical mixers.”
According to Auffrédou, VMI machines
are very flexible in their ability to manage
recipe parameters, whether it is a kneading
machine for a craft baker or an automated
mixing system for wholesale bakeries.
The tool, the time of the different process
phases - premixing, kneading, resting,
fermentation, etc. - and the time for the
different steps of the process are all

Claire Auffrédou,
director of
marketing & digital
development for VMI

The automation of mixing systems
maximizes the availability of
the installations and guarantees
a considerable increase in the
efficiency of the production,
compared to a manual process.

controlled by the same system. “The speed
of rotation, the shape of the tank, the
temperature control - these are some of
the parameters that we can adjust with our
customers on their equipment. To define
the right parameters, we work and invest
a lot in our research and testing center,
the PDC, where we test our customers’
products, we develop mixing technologies
and processes that meet our customers’
needs,” she describes.
Jim Warren, VP Exact Mixing, Reading
Bakery Systems, says their company
has continued to develop different mixer
styles since 1993, and today they have
five continuous mixing lines in their
portfolio. “Within each line the mixers
come in a variety of sizes. This allows us
to make products requiring high shear,
gentle mixing, low temperatures, high
development, granular, low moisture,
high moisture, and most other dough
conditions,” he reveals. According to
Warren, capacity is one of the key
requirements their customers look
at. Beyond that, the most common

demands are related to delivery time,
cost, experience, local support, flexibility,
footprint, and dough exit temperature.
CHOOSING WHAT IS RIGHT
Koenig’s specialist says that choosing the right
mixer is influenced by several factors. With the
twin twist mixer, the water absorption tends
to be faster at the beginning of the mixing
process than with the spiral mixer and a
slightly higher water absorption can be
achieved and thus a higher dough yield.
The input of mechanical energy is also
accelerated and the mixing of a roll dough
can be done faster with a twin twist mixer
than with a spiral kneader.

Jim Warren, VP
Exact Mixing,
Reading Bakery
Systems

Accurate metering of ingredients
requires the selection of proper
feeding equipment. This only comes
through experience and a strong
partnership with key vendors.
worldbakers.com
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Koenig’s guiding principle is that
the recipe of the dough must not
change when mixing, the equipment
has to adapt to the recipe.

Julia Kneidinger,
marketing manager
for Koenig

Another advantage is the increased air and
oxygen input during the kneading process.
For this reason, the twin twist mixing
machine is particularly suitable for wheat
and pastry dough, as air is incorporated into
the dough and ensures better loosening and
volume,” Kneidinger explains.
However, if bakeries tend to have smaller
batches, a spiral mixer might offer a lot of
advantages, as the bowl does not need to
be filled to the same extent as with a twin
twist mixer to have a good mixing result.
Generally, artisan doughs with higher
dough yield need longer and slower mixing
for optimal swelling of water. For wet
doughs, the specialists recommend the
use of twin twist mixers. “Because of the
two tools, more energy is transferred and
therefore, the mixing time is decreased
compared to spiral mixers. This can

result in decreased mixing time of 30%,”
Koenig’s specialist points out.
VMI’s Auffrédou says the company
has taken great care to ensure that its
machines are easy to clean and can be well
maintained to limit downtime. VMI uses
standard components that are easy to be
locally outsourced to reduce downtime.
“The latest developments (batter mixer
ULTIMIX, continuous mixer CONTINUUM,
and double tool kneader KNEADSTER)
limit water retention areas and allows for
high-pressure cleaning,” she says. For
a faster, more accurate diagnosis, VMI’s
teams can connect to a machine remotely
and therefore assist its customers more
efficiently. Their main objective is to provide
bakers with as many tools as possible
to allow them to better understand and
prevent any downtime on their equipment.
“For example, the gear motors in our
Verymix III vacuum kneaders are equipped
with sensors that track the number of hours
these parts are used. Before a problem
can occur, the operator and maintenance
personnel are alerted when the parts have
reached a critical point so proper preventive
maintenance can be performed,” she added.
Warren says that for Exact Mixing, one of
the features that set them apart is that the
ingredients, from the time they arrive at the
plant until they reach the mixer do not need to
be handled by the operators. This eliminates
risks of environmental contamination. Fewer
employees are required, reducing the risk of
workforce contamination and guaranteeing
feed safety. Continuous mixers are also easy to
clean and maintain. Another important factor
to consider is flexibility: “But no matter how
flexible a design is, there is not one mixer that
will handle all doughs. This is true for batch
mixing and this is true for continuous mixing.
And, this is the reason we have developed five
lines of mixers,” Warren points out.
AUTOMATION IS THE FUTURE
The specialists agree that smart solutions
will help to upgrade mixing equipment
and processes. Production scheduling and
flexible changeover will be easier, as well
as data exchange, analysis, and process
optimization - all as a direct result of the
future implementation of smart solutions.
Automation and smart mixing equipment
will also help solve the complex
production issues of dealing with
elaborate recipes, with metering, mixing
and handling technology proving a fertile
ground for future innovation. 
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food safety

Contamination Risk
Analysis in Bakeries
The COVID-19 pandemic has prompted a growing concern among
consumers about food safety and hygiene. What people eat and how the
food is prepared have become increasingly important especially in aspects
related to health and nutrition.
by Tudor Vintiloiu

T

o increase consumer conﬁdence,
it is essential to implement
systems that require producers
and companies to adhere to strict
food safety regulations. The new
challenges facing the consumer and the
perception of food risk are overcome using an
objective tool called the Hazard Analysis and
Critical Control Points (HACCP).
The HACCP does a systematic and structured
approach to identifying hazards - biological,
chemical and physical – and the likelihood
of these occurring at all stages of food
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production, from raw material to the ﬁnal
product, and deﬁne preventive measures to
minimize occurrence of these dangers by
application of immediate corrective measures
to ensure the safety of the ﬁnal product.
While bakery products may differ in
composition and processing, what they have
in common is that they are usually composed
of wheat flour and baked in an oven. In risk
analysis, the final moisture content, degree
and type of leavening, and use of other
ingredients such as fruit, icing, filling, salt, and
coatings are all taken into account.

For each step of the production process,
potential physical, chemical, and biological
hazards to human health are identified.
Physical hazards might include foreign
matter such as wood, metal, or glass.
Chemical hazards could include cleaning
materials, pesticides, and misformulation,
while biological hazards may refer to spores,
pathogens, and some yeasts and molds.

Polish Journal
of Food and
Nutrition
Sciences

IMPLEMENTATION
Introducing HACCP to bakeries is particularly
difficult as there are usually many products
involved and staff familiarity with HACCP is
limited. Before making an HACCP concept,
hygienic weak links must be removed by
establishing a set of best practices. Methods
to reduce the levels of microorganisms on
equipment should be taken, while adding
acetic or citric acid to sensitive cream
recipes will delay the growth of pathogenic
microorganisms by lowering pH levels.
Cooling remains the most important measure
to prevent microbiological growth.
Len Steed, Manager, HACCP, Operations,
Quality Assurance from AIB International
explained in a previous interview the most
important steps to consider and the correct
approach when doing the sanitary evaluation
of a bakery operation. “The most important
question to be answered and evaluated is
‘How long can we run a process line before
that line needs to be cleaned due to the
potential for making unsafe food?’. This is
typically referred to as ‘critical’ cleaning and is
usually answered by visual inspection. A more
scientific approach would include equipment
swabs of product zones and adjacent areas, to
see if indicator organisms can grow. Once the
methods for cleaning and the data for bacteria
growth are evaluated, the company can set
cleaning frequencies and establish ‘best
methods’ for procedures.”
The application of sanitary design principles
allows a company to access product zones
easily, dismantle/clean and reassemble
equipment in a reasonable time frame. It is
also important to predetermine whether wet,
dry or a combination of wet and dry cleaning
are the best methods for cleaning to prevent
bacterial growth.

It is essential to establish
verification procedures. The plan
should be audited periodically, or
whenever there are changes to it.

The most important question to
be answered and evaluated is
‘How long can we run a process
line before that line needs to be
cleaned due to the potential for
making unsafe food?
“Multiple methods are used in bakery
cleaning, which include dry versus wet
cleaning to control bacteria growth, clean in
place systems (CIP) and clean out of place
(COP), where equipment is cleaned in a
‘wash down’ room, (i.e. dissembled, cleaned
and reassembled). All bakeries using ‘best
practices’ provide employee training when
hazardous chemicals are used, while also
ensuring the use of personal protective
equipment (PPE) as required by the country’s
regulatory requirements,” Steed adds.

Len Steed,
manager, HACCP,
Operations, Quality
Assurance from
AIB International

CONSTANT UPDATES
In a paper published in the Polish Journal
of Food and Nutrition Sciences, researchers
concluded that only a well-planned
flowchart facilitates the control of the
entire process, making it easier to detect
possible deviations.
“On the other hand, it is essential to establish
verification procedures. The plan should
be audited periodically, or whenever there
are changes to it, not only in terms of
manufacturing processes, but also whenever
there is a new product. This entire process
must be documented and filed in a proper
place for this purpose. Finally, each quarter,
the whole plan should be reviewed, discussed
and validated by the team and responsible
administration. Whenever a plan is validated,
the former is obsolete, being in force always
the latest,” the researchers explained.
When the objective is to produce safe foods
that do not constitute any risk to public
health, the use of preventive tools is the best
way of achieving this.
The HACCP system is constantly evolving and
is now recognized as one of the most effective
controls of food production.
The implementation of this system in the food
industry today is a legal obligation, stamping
all workers and staff responsibilities.
However, this does not depend only on itself
to be effective, it depends drastically on the
implementation of a set of prerequisites,
where the application of good hygiene and
safety is essential. 
worldbakers.com
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Bread
Fortification
Capitalizes on
Health Trends
Today, consumers want more from their food. Beyond
convenience, freshness, great taste and texture, a rising
number of people are looking for better-for-you options,
including baked goods, with high nutrient content. The fortification
of baked goods therefore offers a clear opportunity for brands in the
baking industry to differentiate their offering and create on-trend, nutritious
products that meet consumer expectations.
by Tudor Vintiloiu

A

lready there before the
COVID-19 pandemic, consumers’
attraction to health and wellbeing in food and beverages has
accelerated since, with a focus
on immunity. And the trend is broader than
just physical health - it’s all about mental
health, mood, and well-being. Consumers
learned that what they eat naturally reflects
on how their health is.
The ingredients specialists we reached
out to for this feature agree that it is
impossible not to see the turbulence
of 2020 continuing to influence bakery
choices this year. Key trends that we
see impacting the sector include the
continuation of comfort eating, the move
towards snacking that supports consumers
looking to balance indulgence, health, and
energy levels and an increasing demand
for transparent labels.
MICRONUTRIENTS
Judith van Peij, innovation manager
baking, DSM Food Specialties explains
20
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that there are a number of considerations
for manufacturers when fortifying baked
goods, including the interaction between
micronutrients and the rheological and
sensory properties of products. While adding
nutritional ingredients, such as omega-3s
and vitamins, to baked goods does not
typically change the rheological profile of
applications, recipe adjustments like water
correction may be advised in some cases
where ingredients are added in powder form.
“The fortification process also presents a
range of sensory challenges for producers,
depending on the nutrients used. For
example, vitamin D fortification has no
impact on the flavor and mouthfeel of
baked goods, but omega-3 oils available
on the market may cause fishy offflavor notes that can impact the sensory
profile of applications due to processing
and interaction with other ingredients.
Moreover, fatty acids and vitamins can
lose potency during production or across
shelf life, and some nutritional ingredients,
like vitamin D, are sensitive to light

BENEO is well placed to help manufacturers tap into
these growing areas with an ingredients portfolio that
can contribute to various bakery applications, both
technically and nutritionally.

Annelore De Boe,
product manager
functional fibers
at BENEO

Juliette Maliska,
technical service
category manager,
Bakery

exposure and may lose potency during
heating,” she points out.
According to the same source, the latest
ingredient technologies in this space —
including DSM’s fish oil-derived MEG-3®,
algae-sourced life’s™ OMEGA omega-3
solutions, Dry Vitamin D3 100 CWS/AM,
and vitamin premixes — can help brands
overcome these obstacles to formulate
consumer-centric, nutrient-enriched baked
goods. Available in oil and powder formats,
these solutions have no significant impact
on taste, texture or appearance, even when
used in combination with other ingredients.
They have also been shown to have good
heat and process stability, meaning they

When necessary, we combine our proteins and
fibers with our texture portfolio when we need
to increase the crispiness of cracker, or the
softness of cookie.

can withstand mixing and maintain efficacy
during production and across products’
shelf lives. This helps manufacturers
achieve the requirements for adding
nutritional claims to product labels.
An ingredients producer whose portfolio
includes a wide variety of plantbased texturates and legumebased protein flours is Good
Mills. Jürgen Senneka, head
of product development
& application and Jutta
Schock, head of marketing
at GoodMills Innovation
GmbH, shared with us
how their products can
help consumers follow an
adequate protein diet to
achieve their fitness and
health goals.
“Providing a huge variety of
fiber-packed grain ingredients,
we can cover the whole range of
baked goods – from bread to pastry.
When it comes to boosting the immune
system, our GOOD Fibers 10+1 high-fiber
compound is especially relevant – and it
even allows for EU health claims related to
the immune system and intestinal health,
when used in sufficient quantities.
GOOD Fibers 10+1 works on the basis
that providing valuable food for the body’s
intestinal flora is key to a healthy immune
system, so it comprises ten different fiber
sources, including cereals, vegetables
and fruits. It is also rich in wheat germ, a
natural superfood that delivers important
nutrients such as folic acid, vitamin E and
spermidine,” the specialists commented.
REFORMULATION CHALLENGES
When recipes are altered to deliver
better nutritional profiles, consumers will
sometimes notice differences. With salt
reduction, for example, there can be a loss
of flavor. But if consumers are willing to
change their habits to benefit their health,
there could be great potential here.
Ancient grains can also make a difference
to the taste and texture of finished products.
For example, some grains have a more
worldbakers.com
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To help prevent dryness, we’ve
learned to allow time for proteins to
hydrate. In some formulas, replacing
granulated sugar with glucose syrup
can create additional moisture.

Trevor Howard,
managing director,
Fabcon Food
Systems

Eva Esparza, area
market manager,
Roquette

intense taste profile than conventional
wheats, so they are not suitable for
applications such as soft brioches. But
consumers who choose products baked with
traditional grains have different expectations.
They often look for different taste
experiences and for a more original taste that
underlines their demand to make a “good
decision” with the food they choose.
In Europe, the NDP process has been
shifting towards nutritional enhancement
over the past few years. The major driver
of reformulation is the Nutri-Score frontof-pack labeling scheme, which increases
consumer awareness of the nutritional
quality of food products by scoring them on
a scale of A to E, based on the content of
fruits and vegetables, fiber, protein, energy,
sugars, saturated fatty acids, and sodium.
Consumers can compare at a glance the
nutritional value of two similar products.
“Manufacturers adopt a variety of different
strategies in response: reformulate their
main brand along healthier lines or keep
the original but develop an alternative one
offering a healthier alternative, for instance,
30% less sugars,” explains Eva Esparza,
area market manager for ingredients
producer Roquette. “In the end, the aim is
to improve nutritional value while keeping
product quality and enjoyment,” she says,
adding that the use of their NUTRIOSE®
soluble fibers and NUTRALYS® plant
proteins doesn’t require changes in the
manufacturing process.
In the plant protein space, Cargill also
has an extensive offer, with PURIS® and
RadiPure™ pea protein, Gluvital® vital

Manufacturers can adopt a variety
of different strategies: reformulate
their main brand along healthier
lines or keep the original but
develop an alternative one offering
a healthier option.
22
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wheat gluten and Prowliz® hydrolyzed
wheat protein. Their portfolio includes other
ingredients to improve nutritional profiles,
including maltodextrins functioning as
bulking agents in sugar-reduced products,
and access to a full range of soluble fibers.
“Especially in the bakery space, we try
to blend these ingredients for enhanced
functionality, enabling us to achieve
optimal baked properties, in terms of taste
and texture. As plant proteins are on the
rise, and especially pulses are proving
popular, we have recently completed a
number of successful prototypes in savory
crackers, sweet biscuits, cake, muffins, and
whole wheat bread, all with pea protein
enrichment,” says Yves Timmermans,
Cargill’s business development manager,
Proteins & Bakery. “At the same time, there
remains an ongoing major trend towards
sugar reduction on the back of pressure
from regulators. Sugar reduction is harder to
achieve in bakery than some other categories
like beverages, and generally requires
functional ingredients such as fibers to be
used. Further, the trends towards salt and
saturated fat reduction remain ongoing too,
leading a number of players to shift focus
to overall nutritional improvement, aiming
to improve the Nutri-score front of pack
labeling,” adds Timmermans.
RECIPE ADAPTATION
Ingredion’s Juliette Maliska, technical
service category manager, Bakery, says
their clients often reach out to them in an
attempt to achieve a specific claim, such as
‘source of…’ or ‘high protein / fiber’, while
maintaining the product’s indulgence.
“To address this, we make sure our ingredients
have minimum impact on the sensory
characteristics. For example, our VITESSENCE®
Pulse 1803 pea protein has a high protein
content and also delivers a very balanced flavor,
with low bitterness and low beany notes. In
addition, our HI-MAIZE® 260 resistant starch
is rich in dietary fiber and keeps bread soft or
biscuit short. When necessary, we combine our
proteins and fibers with our texture portfolio
when we need to increase the crispiness of
cracker, or the softness of cookie,” she explains.
“Another common request is to achieve a better
nutritional profile without changing the product
characteristics. To accomplish this, we apply
a multi-product approach to help improve the
nutritional profile with incremental steps. We
can assist by increasing the fiber and protein
content, and also reducing the level of fat and
sugar too,” adds Maliska.

Our clients are always looking for
‘something new’ – for extraordinary
ingredients with new-found
beneficial effects on their products,
and on the human body. This is
what drives us to continue to search
for innovative raw materials and
processing methods.

Jürgen Senneka,
head of product
development
& application,
Good Mills

According to specialists, at high enrichment
level targets, pulse proteins might increase
the firmness of doughs or the viscosity of
batters, as they have a higher water-holding
capacity compared to wheat flour. To avoid
this, where possible, the amount of water in
the recipe should be increased and a hydration
step for the proteins would be added, before
they are mixed with other ingredients. In bread
processes, a higher bulk resting time after
kneading is a good option.
When it comes to mouthfeel, a higher dosage of
proteins and fibers can have an impact on the
taste and texture of baked goods and snacks.
They can make them denser, with larger
structure cell size. Snacks can become harder,
and baked goods drier.
CLEAN LABEL
Bakers interested in producing cleaner label
products are looking to natural alternatives that
can provide the required texture and maintain
a great taste normally achieved through sugar.
The ideal clean label sugar replacer should

bring a pleasant sweetness and texture to
sugar reduced products through a variety
of different technical characteristics, yet be
non-GMO to qualify as ‘natural’ for consumers.
BENEO has clean label solutions available
that support producers to meet these high
expectations and rise to the challenge; using
either BENEO’s chicory root fiber inulin or
oligofructose or combining with native rice
starch in optimal quantities.
Annelore De Boe, product manager functional
fibers at BENEO illustrates this process, giving
cookies as an example: “A standard chocolate
chip cookie contains approximately 2% fiber.
The BENEO Technology Center has reformulated
the recipe, adding BENEO’s chicory root fiber,
oligofructose and adjusting/reducing the
amount of sugar and sugar syrups required.
This has increased the fiber content of the
cookies four-fold to 8%. As well as being able
to reduce the sugar content by 30%, with
the addition of the chicory root fiber, these
chocolate chip cookies can now display a ‘high
in fiber’ claim on-pack, as well as promoting a
reduced blood glucose response and supporting
the digestive system.” 

Judith van Peij,
innovation
manager
baking, DSM

We expect more and more
nutrients to become positively
regulated for use in an even broader
variety of baked good applications,
enabling producers across the globe
to meet a more diverse range of
consumer health needs.

GOOD Fibres 10+1
The immunity boosting ingredient mix
Is your bakery ready for the next big thing?
• Fibre blend of ten diﬀerent ﬁbre sources for a species-rich microbiome
• Trace elements and secondary plant substances such as zinc and rutin
• Superfood wheat germ concentrate provides the immune
booster spermidine
• Enables EU health claims, including immune and intestinal health,
based on natural ingredients (depending on dosage).
• Clean label
• Excellent sensory properties
Superfood

Rye bran

Fine wheat bran
and spelt bran

Oat bran

Tartary
buckwheat

Golden
linseed ﬂour

Jerusalem
artichoke

+
Chicory

Yellow peas

Citrus ﬁbre

Apple ﬁbre

Wheat germ
concentrate

GoodMills Innovation GmbH, Trettaustrasse 35, D-21107 Hamburg, Germany, www.goodmillsinnovation.com, info@goodmillsinnovation.com
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Using Industry 4.0
to Reduce Waste
Bread is one of Britain’s most wasted foods. According to figures
from the Office for National Statistics, around 24 million slices
of bread are thrown out by UK households every day – making
up more than a third of bakery food waste. But this isn’t an
issue exclusive to the UK, we see the same story play out across
Europe; 10% of bread and baked goods end up as waste after
going stale or not being sold on the day of production.
by Zsófia Kertész and Viktória Parrag,
Development Engineers at Campden BRI Hungary

W

hat causes this volume
of waste? Many different
factors, but one that’s
potentially within the
industry’s ability to control lies
with supply and demand.
THE CHALLENGES OF PREDICTING
DEMAND
Consumers’ demands and expectations
often determine how many baked products
end up as waste and these are influenced
by several external factors including the
day of the week, the weather, holidays, big
events or even the time of year. For example,
bakers often expect a rise in demand for
different types of baked goods around the
Christmas period and prepare accordingly.
For bakers who plan production solely on
experience, this seasonal change in demand
is reliably easy to predict. However, it’s when
you consider the sheer number of different
variables and factors that a manufacturer
must juggle that you realize the limitations
of predicting demand from experience.
More recently, restrictions caused by
COVID-19 have been the single greatest
influence on demand that the industry has
seen in recent years. In fact, demand for bread
exceeded 50% in the UK at one point during
the current health crisis – a prediction that no
one could have made in 2019, even with a
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wealth of experience in the baking industry.
Small and medium-sized enterprises/bakeries
(SMEs) produce a large variety of products
including buns, bagels, French bread, rolls,
croissants, and pastries that each come in
different sizes with varying preparation and
baking times and temperatures. These need to
be put into an optimal sequence for the best
use of the manufacturer’s production capacity,
energy, and labor. If production planning is
based on the conventional method according
to the routine (without rationalization) then
the use of these resources will be far from
optimal. This is where big data can help - after
all, complicated challenges sometimes require
complex solutions.
DIGITALIZATION AS A SOLUTION
Our team at Campden BRI Hungary is
currently working on an EIT Food-funded
project to optimize bakery processes and
predict actual consumer demand with
computational tools. The project, known as
PrO4Bake, will help small and medium-sized
bakeries remain competitive by saving on
costs associated with the production of baked
goods. This has never been more crucial
during the current competitive economic
conditions, which are compelling industries to
meet production demands in a cost-effective
manner. The project is coordinated by the
University of Hohenheim and partners include

Siemens, Campden BRI Hungary, universities
of Turin, Aarhus and Lund, the Spanish National
Research Council, and the Institute of Animal
Reproduction and Food Research of the Polish
Academy of Sciences.
The computational tools will allow
manufacturers to adjust the amount and
range of baked products to the demands of
consumers while adapting production planning
and processes to best practices. This will make
machine-powered processes more efficient,
which, in turn, will reduce raw material use,
energy consumption, and CO2 emissions. We
expect these outcomes to lower manufacturers’
production costs all while offsetting some of
their carbon footprint. With its contributions to
accelerating Europe’s transition to a greener,

By creating the virtual version of
the bakery production process, the
production’s weak points - in terms
of raw material, water, energy
or labor use - can be identified
and simulations run to different
scenarios to map out the most
efficient production process.

healthier, and more digital future, the PrO4Bake
innovation project was nominated for the 2020
EIT Innovators Award.
CASE IN POINT
Previously, as part of a long-term technology
upgrade initiative led by our team at
Campden BRI Hungary, we’ve seen success
with the introduction of sophisticated
controls. The mechanical controls on the
bread line of a traditional Hungarian SME
bakery were upgraded with networked
sensors and process monitoring software to
reduce process variability, losses, and the
need for frequent quality checks. As a direct
result, the uniformity of the bread weight and
quality improved, ways to save on energy
costs were revealed and the throughput of
the line improved by 5%.
How was this possible? The process
monitoring system collected sensor data every
few seconds as the line was in operation and
sent out a detailed analysis of the previous
day to the management. This guaranteed that
bread defects and product complaints could
be investigated, the origin determined, and
re-occurrence avoided. Overall, it resulted in
the benefits noted above.
Within the framework of another Industry
4.0-related initiative, the S3FOOD project,
several food-processing challenges have
worldbakers.com
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been solved by using different advanced
technologies. Examples include the constant,
long-term monitoring of flour quality and
safety, the monitoring of biscuit quality, and the
adjustment of processing using AI technology or
the application of robots in the bakery industry.
Some similar Industry 4.0-related projects focus
mainly on consumers. For example, the EIT Food
RIS Consumer Engagements Labs (CEL) brought
traditional idea generation sessions into the virtual
world. Under the coordination of the University of
Warsaw, the team at CEL invited consumers from
target populations to take part in a session that
used different creative techniques, the principles
of design thinking and gamification to create new,
exciting food product ideas. The session enabled
some interesting products to be developed. For
example, a Hungarian SME developed a small,
sliced, sweet potato-based bread, which was
found to be rich in fiber.
APPLYING COMPUTATIONAL TOOLS
Bringing our focus back to PrO4Bake, it’s this
project’s application of computational tools that
brings in the Industry 4.0 element. These tools
include artificial intelligence (AI) and digital twin.
Many of us are gradually becoming familiar
with the former but, in brief, AI refers to the
simulation of human intelligence in machines
that are programmed to think like humans and
mimic their actions. This means that learning
and problem solving are two traits commonly
associated with this technology.
For those unfamiliar with the other advanced
technology, a digital twin is a virtual copy - a
model of a physical entity. Good food industryrelated examples include a virtual copy of a
product, processing line or process. It can create
simulations that can predict how a product or
process will perform using real-world data without
any downtime or damage to real production.
Therefore, by creating the virtual version of the
bakery production process (as was the case in the
PrO4Bake project), the production’s weak points
- in terms of raw material, water, energy or labor
use - can be identified and simulations run to
different scenarios to map out the most efficient
production process.
It is this project’s volume of data that requires
the use of artificial intelligence and digital twin.
For example, the project’s prediction aspect
alone will combine and analyze data derived
from energy use (and other resources used by
food factory machinery), consumer purchasing
from seven countries, and weather forecasts.
All this information combined is known as
big data, and it’s what these advanced digital
technologies were made for. This data can
then be converted into meaningful information,
26
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which in turn can be employed for enhancing
management decisions as well as to improve
sales and overall performances.
In the first two years of the PrO4Bake project,
extensive data has been collected from bakeries
in Germany, Hungary, Denmark, Italy, Poland,
Sweden, and Spain. This will be used to create
digital twins of all the processes found within
production facilities. It’s worth noting that one
thing became very clear during this process: the
electronic collection and analysis of the abovementioned data can be a blank spot for some
small bakeries – highlighting just how much the
implementation of Industry 4.0 tools is needed.
HOW INDUSTRY 4.0 CAN ADVANCE
THE BAKERY SECTOR
There are plenty of opportunities for the bakery
sector to benefit from Industry 4.0 technologies.
This includes by exploiting the so-called ‘digital
thread’: the record of a product or systems
lifetime, from its creation to its removal. How
would this benefit the sector? All data once
recorded can be re-used and analyzed to
enhance transparency, while also helping food
producers comply with regulations and keep
quality consistent.
The introduction of new methods in production,
purchasing, marketing, and sales can support
food companies to be flexible enough and
able to react to frequently changing consumer
preferences and needs. The extended use of
sensors and advanced sensor technologies
in the processing line and the application of
IoT (Internet of Things) technology make the
continuous, real-time monitoring of a product’s
characteristics possible and enable full control
over the bakery processes.
Digitalization can help address trends like
mass customization and on-demand food
retailing and enable consumer co-creation.
The involvement of the consumers can be
essential to companies to get insights about the
specific needs and behavior patterns of their
target consumers and therefore support the
commercialization of processes.
GETTING THE FOOD SECTOR UP TO
SPEED WITH INDUSTRY 4.0
The PrO4Bake innovation project is a large
step forward towards helping the food and
drink sector incorporate Industry 4.0 into
their factories. Despite this sector being the
largest manufacturing industry in the EU, it is
far behind other industries when it comes to
digital transformation. This is a big, unexploited
opportunity because many of the available
solutions in other industries can be adapted to
solve food problems relatively easy. 

PROCESS EXPO is your best opportunity to showcase your latest products
and technology first-hand, to grow your industry presence and connect with
customers. Display your newest equipment and advancements to thousands
of decision makers looking for solutions in the baking industry!

snacks

Wafers: Evolving Flavors
and Formats
Wafers remain one of the most popular varieties of sweet
biscuit eaten across the world. Their heritage dates back a few
centuries at least, with accounts of their being eaten in parts of
medieval Europe, such as France. Their main applications within
the food industry are twofold – either as a carrier for ice cream,
or as part of a sweet biscuit (typically sandwiched in multiple
layers and filled with cream) eaten as a snack.
By Jonathan Thomas
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n the past, it was commonplace to eat ice
cream between two wafer-style biscuits,
until their dominant position was usurped
by the cone – this was largely for reasons
of speed, convenience, and hygiene.
The manufacturing process for wafers sold
in biscuit form typically starts with flour
and water dispersions, which form a simple
batter. Additional substances in the batter can
include sugar, salt, and sodium bicarbonate or
yeast. The baking process incorporates wafer
sheets, which are prepared between pairs of
hinged, heated metal plates – these are used
to create an intricate, waffle-style surface
pattern. In biscuit applications, the sheets are
subsequently sandwiched with either cream
or caramel. For sandwiched wafers, the filling
typically accounts for 70% of the overall
weight, a figure that compares with 30% or
less in sandwich cream biscuits.
The market now encompasses a far broader
range of wafers used in the manufacture of
sweet biscuits. Hollow rolled wafers have
grown in popularity within the last couple of
decades throughout much of the world – these
are made from batter containing a high sugar
content, typically between 40% and 70%. A
more recent area of growth has been that of
Spanish cones, i.e. folded sugar cones, which
feature a folded top rim. These have grown in
popularity due to their attractive shape (which
represents a point of difference compared with
some of the more ordinary wafers), as well as
their more premium bite. Although Spanish
cones have traditionally been most popular
with Latin American consumers, demand is
now rising in other parts of the world.
As the market for wafer biscuits has
developed, production technology needed to
evolve to cater towards manufacturing and
customer needs. One company active in this
sector is the Swiss-based multinational Bühler
Group, whose Franz Haas SWAKT ovens are
designed to produce hollow and flat wafers.
One of its more recent innovations has been
the SWAKT-Eco wafer baking oven, which
is designed to reduce gas consumption and
production costs. Its innovative burners and
isolation of the baking zone enable noxious
emissions to be reduced by up to 90%.
Further innovations in production technology
are likely to emerge over the next few years,
enabling manufacturers to supply higher
quality and more novel types of wafer biscuits,
as well as reducing manufacturing costs.
One example is the German-based enzyme
designer SternEnzym, which develops
customized concepts for manufacturers of
wafer biscuits. SternEnzym, which is in part of

the Stern-Wywiol Group, has recently added
a new wafer pilot plant to complement its
existing enzymatic solutions for improving
wafer flours. “Around the world, the demand
for individualized applications consulting is
rising,” said Dr. Lutz Popper, SternEnzym’s
research & development director. “Our pilot
plant gives us the ideal environment on the
production side, where we can mesh our raw
materials expertise even more closely with
technical processing aspects.”
Looking to the future, SternEnzym expects to
witness greater demand for highly specific
enzyme systems catering more specifically
towards individual application areas and
operational conditions. According to the
company, targeted enzyme treatment of
the flour can assist in solving many of the
challenges posed during the manufacture
of wafers. Amongst the benefits offered by
its enzyme-related technologies are a more
homogenous batter, a crispier texture, reduced
risk of breakage, and lower energy costs.
Enzymes can be applied to reduce the viscosity
of the batter (and therefore lower the amount
of water used during the baking process),
which in turn will shorten kneading and baking
times. With a lower water content, the less
energy is required for vaporization purposes –
this method has been shown to reduce energy
costs by up to 15%. Additionally, one of the
enzymes frequently applied by SternEnzym to
wafer manufacture is asparaginase, which has
been shown to reduce the acrylamide content
of starchy fine baked foods.
MARKET TRENDS
The global market for sweet wafer-style
biscuits is mature and heavily saturated.
Nevertheless, demand during 2020 is believed
to have benefited from the lockdown measures
introduced throughout the world to curb the
spread of Covid-19. The fact that more people
are working from home on a regular basis
is thought to have boosted sales of sweet
biscuits such as wafer-style products in many
western markets such as the UK, since they
represent a popular accompaniment to hot
drinks, as well as the lack of opportunity to
socialize outside the home.

Wafer-style biscuits remain popular
with children and the younger age
groups, as can be illustrated by
their position as a favorite tea-time
treat in markets such as the UK.
worldbakers.com
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In keeping with broader trends in the food industry,
manufacturers of wafers and wafer biscuits have
also been experimenting with healthier versions to
address consumer dietary concerns.
Outside the west, in emerging economies, growth
within the sweet biscuits market has been aided
by greater levels of urbanization of the working
population, as well as more westernized diets and
higher disposable income levels.
According to recent data from Kantar, an extra 144
million packs of biscuits were purchased by UK
consumers during the year ending August 2020.
Throughout the second quarter of 2020, additional
spending on biscuits by UK consumers amounted
to GBP19m. Growth during this time was primarily
driven by varieties such as chocolate biscuit bars,
everyday biscuits, and everyday treats.
Although KitKat from Nestlé represents the bestselling brand within the UK’s sweet biscuits sector
(worth around GBP88m in 2019), competition
remains strong from many other leading varieties.
A 2020 survey of 2,000 UK consumers carried
out by Perspectus Global found that the most
popular sweet biscuits were chocolate digestives,
shortbread, chocolate fingers, Jaffa Cakes and
hob nobs. Wafer-based biscuits therefore face a
major challenge in terms of maintaining consumer
interest and hence market share.
Wafer-style biscuits remain popular with children
and the younger age groups, as can be illustrated
by their position as a favorite tea-time treat in
markets such as the UK. In keeping with broader
trends in the food industry, manufacturers
of wafers and wafer biscuits have also been
experimenting with healthier versions to address
consumer dietary concerns. Some attempts
have been made at nutritional reformulation (e.g.
lowering of sugar levels of calories), as well as
developing products suitable for specific diets
such as gluten-free. As is the case elsewhere
in the bakery industry, ancient grains such as
buckwheat and millet now feature as ingredients
in parts of the world. Protein is also being used in
wafer manufacture to a greater degree.
The global market for wafer-based biscuits
includes several regional varieties and
specialties. One example is the oblea, which
is found in Latin American countries such as
Mexico, Colombia, Argentina, Venezuela, and
Ecuador. Obleas are traditionally eaten as a
dessert or snack and feature sauces or some
other type of filling in between wafer layers. In
the Middle East, the freska is a wafer popular
with Egyptian consumers, especially in the
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summertime. Freskas are prepared thin and
circular and typically filled with a honeybased syrup.
NPD/BRAND ACTIVITY
One of the leading brands in the global market
for chocolate-coated wafer products is Nestlé’s
KitKat, which was first launched in the UK in the
1930s and today is available in more than 80
countries. Across the world, much of the recent
innovation which has taken place involving the
KitKat brand has focused upon the development
of new flavors. In October 2020, the UK range
was extended with two new flavors, namely
Honeycomb and Chocolate Hazelnut Spread.
These two-finger bars replaced the Lemon
Drizzle and Cookies & Cream flavors launched
two years earlier. At the start of the year, KitKat
Gold was launched in the UK market – this is
described as a bar topped with white chocolate
and featuring a caramel taste, which had
previously been introduced in Australia in 2018.
The company’s recent activity suggests that
flavor innovation is likely to remain high on the
agenda for Nestlé. During the autumn of 2019,
the company launched new premium handmade
versions of KitKat at the John Lewis store in
Oxford Street in London. This new initiative
enabled consumers to create their own bespoke
KitKat bars by utilizing up to 1,500 flavor
combinations – examples included Gin & Tonic
and Cherry Bakewell.
Wafers are a specialty for Loacker Group, which
is headquartered in Italy’s South Tyrol region.
The company achieved revenue worth almost
EUR356m in 2019, of which export sales outside
Italy accounted for 57%. Loacker supplies a range
of wafers, examples of which include classic,
sandwich, classic minis and specialty. Recent NPD
has included the launch of Gran Pasticceria Tortina
Triple Dark (which consists of light and crispy
cocoa wafers coated with dark chocolate) and
Chocolate Bar Duality, two layers of chocolatecoated wafers. Duality was launched in Coffee
and Caramel Hazelnut flavors.
One area of NPD which appears set to assume
increased significance over the coming years is
health. As an example, the Dutch-based supplier
of wafers Helwa Wafelbakkerij (which has been
present in the industry for more than 65 years)
has a range that encompasses gluten-free wafer
biscuits, as well as products enhanced with
additional protein levels.
Over the next few years, it is possible that the
sweet biscuits category in many parts of the world
will witness a greater overlap with the market for
exercise and fitness foods, as consumer health
demands become more sophisticated. 
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Covid-19 Impact on
European Bakery Markets
The COVID-19 crisis, the lockdown period, and all the measures taken to
limit the spread of the virus have led to considerable disruption and fear,
touching every aspect of business and social life.
by Anne Fremaux, director Bakery, Gira

T

he food industries are facing
challenges on an unimaginable
scale. There are lessons to
be learned, challenges to be
shared, and a process of trying
to understand how the global industry and
markets are reacting. The objective of this
report is to provide a clear insight into the
impact of the global COVID-19 crisis on the
European bakery markets.
EUROPEAN BAKERY PRODUCT
CONSUMPTION IS DOWN BY 7% IN
2020
The assessment of consumption trends by
2020 quarters shows a 14% decrease in
the overall bakery product consumption in
Europe in the 2nd quarter of 2020 compared
to the same 2019 period, -7% over the
3rd quarter. Developments are contrasted
however, depending on the type of product,
the technology, or the country. For example in
Q2 2020 :
• Savory snack products suffered the most
with -25% in Q2 2020 compared to
2019 - followed by viennoiseries (-22%)
and patisseries (-17%). Bread has been
less affected and consumption only fell by
-12% over the same period;
• Still in Q2 2020, fresh bakery product
consumption fell by -23%. In the same
period, ambient packaged products (long
shelf life) saw an increase of +10% and
packaged products to bake at home
+8%;
• Spain and Italy experienced the biggest
drops in consumption in Q2 2020 (beyond
-20%), while consumption of bakery
products stagnated or even increased in
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the United Kingdom or Sweden, due to
the importance of packaged products in
these countries.
Overall, Gira anticipates an overall -7% to -8%
drop in European bakery consumption over
the year 2020 compared to 2019. Packaged
products should experience over +6% growth in
2020 compared to 2019, while the consumption
of fresh products could decrease by -11%, or
even more depending on the magnitude of the
second COVID-19 wave.
Packaged long-life ambient products are
therefore the big winners of the COVID-19
pandemic, especially packaged bread, which
has seen double-digit growth during lockdown.
Protective packaging has given consumers
great reassurance and this is a trend that should
continue in the long term. In many countries,
packaged bakery products have also been
favored by supermarkets, as fresh bakery
counter staff has often been assigned to other
departments and many in-store laboratories have
closed, at least temporarily. Packaged products to
be baked at home have indirectly benefited from
the renewed interest to home cooking.
During lockdown, consumers favored fresh
bakery products allowing better conservation
(large formats of bread, sourdough breads,
special breads), and core product lines
(croissant, chocolate bread, to the detriment
of donuts). Snacks and festive products have
almost disappeared from the shelves.
It is not expected that the COVID-19 crisis will
change consumption habits in the long term.
However, it will accelerate the existing trends:
demand for healthier products, functional
food, continued support for local purchase
and production, search for clean label, organic
products etc.

One of the main impacts of the COVID-19 crisis
will be the increasing concerns about food safety
and hygiene - and this will require more protective
packaging. This will obviously have an impact on
fresh bakery products on the medium term.
DISRUPTION IN FRESH BAKERY
PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION
Retail stores also saw their sales of fresh
bakery products falling over the same period,
but less dramatically than foodservice sectors:
supermarkets benefited from stockpiling purchases
during the early lockdown while artisans and small
retail stores have been favored by consumers due
to their proximity, small store size, and local offer.
However, many stores have reduced their opening
hours and limited their offer to core lines.
Nevertheless, at European level Gira anticipates
a drop of -6% to -7% in fresh bakery retail sales
in 2020, and beyond -25% for the foodservice
sectors. The development of click & collect, on-line
shopping and home deliveries will continue in the
near future, including for fresh bakery products,
which until then had been little concerned by
digitalisation.
FRESH BAKERY PRODUCT SUPPLY
STRATEGIES RECONSIDERED DURING
LOCKDOWN
The COVID-19 crisis has also had an impact on fresh
bakery product supply strategies. In most European
countries, the use of bake-off increased to the
detriment of scratch baking on the premises, which
faced problems of labour shortages and new sanitary
constraints.
However, even in bake-off stations habits have been
changed: more baking batches all over the day to
reassure consumers about product freshness and
to reduce wastage, systematic packaging of fresh
products after baking.
On the other hand, fresh bakery products deliveries
(for resale) have decreased during lockdown, due to
the difficulties of ensuring daily deliveries. There were
a few exceptions however:
• In Eastern countries, where large fresh
industrial bakeries are very competitive in
price compared to bake-off products;
• In some Nordic countries, where dynamic
artisans and bakery chains have developed
direct deliveries to supermarkets, arguing the
local manufacturing of their products;
• Finally, some modern retailers relied more on
their own central fresh baking units.

At European level, Gira forecasts for 2020 indicate
a -15% decrease of artisanal fresh bakery product
production (artisans bakers, in-store bakeries,
and restaurants), whereas industrial production
(packaged, fresh, and bake-off products) could only
see a -5% reduction.
The sharpest fall in industrial bakery production
could be seen in Spain, Italy, and Germany
(-8% down to -10% in 2020 vs. 2019). On the
other hand, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and
Poland may experience an increase in industrial
production (+1% up to +3% in 2020 vs. 2019).
CONSEQUENCES FOR BAKE-OFF
MANUFACTURERS
According to Gira interviews, on the one hand, many
channels are determined to resume their initial
pre-crisis supply methods with the “new normal”
situation. On the other hand, channels that started
using bake-off during the crisis are likely to continue
to use those types of products, at least for part of their
supplies.
While retailers and caterers have expressed their
gratitude towards suppliers who have managed
to maintain deliveries during lockdown despite
difficult conditions, some additional requirements
could however remain: increased demand for
more regional supplies, greater transparency and
monitoring of the supply chain, more packaging
for fresh products to avoid contamination. Bakeoff manufacturers will now have to take these
requirements into account.
The potential development of own central
manufacturing plants by modern retailers or
bakery chains (supplying fresh bakery products
to owned stores) should be closely followed by
bake-off suppliers: these potential competitors
should not be minimized.
European bake-off manufacturers were not spared
by the pandemic. Bake-off is the most promising
sector (growing by more than + 3% per year
before the pandemic) in a steady European bakery
market, but it should also see a drop in volumes
in 2020. Companies most affected were those
manufacturers specializing in foodservice channels
or in sweet or savoury products.
In the future, the winning manufacturers will be
those who will be able to decrease their level of
exposure to a specific channel (e.g. foodservice),
their degree of product specialization, and who
will have the ability to switch from one technology
to another. (fresh vs. packaged, or different bakeoff technologies). 

It is not expected that the COVID-19 crisis will change
consumption habits in the long term. However, it will accelerate
the existing trends: demand for healthier products, functional
food, continued support for local purchase and production.
worldbakers.com
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“85% of Consumers Have
Changed Their Food Habits
During the Pandemic”
Tate & Lyle’s recent
European bakery industry
research report surveyed
400 senior bakery
industry professionals
across Germany, France,
Spain, and the UK.
Olivier Kutz, category
development manager
for Europe at Tate & Lyle,
answered a few of our
questions regarding the
report’s key findings.

How has the convergence of the COVID-19
pandemic with evolving eating behaviors
influenced the market for free-from
ingredient solutions?
Our recent European bakery industry
research report, which surveyed 400
senior bakery industry professionals
across Germany, France, Spain, and the
UK, identified “free-from” products (54%)
as a key opportunity for growth within the
sector, as consumers continue to seek
foods that do not contain ingredients such
as dairy, gluten and egg.
This is often due to dietary requirements,
but it is becoming more common for people
to choose “free-from” products for their
perceived health benefits.
We have developed a number of products
to help manufacturers tap into this trend,
such as CESAGUM®, a gum made with
Locust Beans. It is designed to preserve the
structure of products, as well as prevent
separation, helping bakers ensure their
products retain the texture, taste and
mouthfeel of traditional baked goods in
free-from alternatives.
What do you think will be on the other
side of the pandemic for the baking
industry and what changes in consumer
taste and trends will be long-lasting?
There have been significant changes in the
types of food people are choosing and the
way they are consuming food, with 85% of
consumers saying they have changed their
food habits during the pandemic.
One of the biggest effects of the COVID-19
crisis has been to amplify a long-standing
conundrum. On the one hand, the need to
create products that give customers the
indulgence that has become even more
important to people striving to cope with
the ongoing challenges of the crisis. On
the other, offering products that support
a healthy lifestyle and which contribute
nutritional benefits. We anticipate that this
balancing act for bakery products will be a
trend that lasts long after the pandemic.
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What do you think will be the biggest
challenge for bakers in 2021?
Keeping at the forefront of changing
consumer preferences continues to be a
key challenge for bakers. Our European
Bakery Industry report indicated that NPD
cycles are changing rapidly as a result
of the pandemic, with almost eight in 10
respondents (77%) saying they had altered
in response to COVID-19. These changes
are allowing businesses to target new
customers and respond to consumers’
rapidly changing buying habits.
Your recent European Bakery industry
trends report sheds some light on many
of these matters. What are some of the
key findings you have identified?
Health and wellness
Three quarters (74%) of the 400 businesses
we spoke to said that calorie reduction
was the most relevant aspect of health and
wellness for companies and consumers,
followed closely by sugar reduction (71%)
and fat reduction (54%).
At Tate & Lyle we have a broad toolbox
of sweeteners to match different flavour
profiles, as well as a range of fibres and
starches, such as CLARIA® clean-label
starch and RESISTAMYL® starch, to maintain
mouthfeel when ingredients are removed
without affecting taste.
Fortified products
More than half of businesses (51%) said
that consumers are more likely to choose
products that offer additional nutritional
benefits, such as added protein and fibre.
The same proportion (51%) said that
consumers are looking for products that
help to promote a healthy immune system or
better gut health.
Fiber plays an important role in improving
digestive health and has added functional
benefits for manufacturers. For example,
products such as our PROMITOR® Soluble
Fibre can help to build mouthfeel in sugarreduced products and provide fibre fortification
without impacting taste or texture. 
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